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Abstract— Now a day’s we are finding each and every 

hand with smart phones. Size of the world is always 

inversely proportional to the growth of the technology, 

because if technology increases then the distance between 

the people decreases .For example :Before invention of 

electric mail, a mediator is needed to pass the information 

between the people, but now one click is enough to send 

information throughout the world. Smart phones change the 

way we are seeing this world. By using smart phone we can 

finish every work by ―one touch‖. The heart of the smart 

phone is the applications present inside that smart 

phone .Without applications the smart phone is almost 

useless .For example, one person would not move from 

house. He can order something to eat by using smart phone 

applications. He can also buy clothes by using smart phone 

shopping applications. This kind of service is used delivery 

system, so he doesn’t need to move from his house. Every 

smart phone has different profiles.  We want different 

profiles when we are at home, office or any other work 

places. For this every time we need to change our profile 

manually which is very boring work and also we need to 

remember this change. To facing this we need an application 

which changes profiles of the smart phone automatically. So 

I decided to make an application which changes profiles of 

smart phone automatically. My application name is 

―Automatic profile change‖, by using this application the 

smart phone itself changing the profile by its own. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The windows operating system for mobiles are the latest and 

forthcoming operating system in the market and applications 

related to this operating system are much quicker and softer 

to work. The use of this operating system is exploding due 

to its skilfulness and capableness of satisfying the user. In 

automatic profile change  user is capable of marking 

particular zones/locations for changing his/her smart phone 

to a particular profile .By using users choice, Automatic 

profile change is capable of taking decision on profile 

settings .It uses GPS(global positioning system) for finding 

a particular zone/location. It can work both off line and 

online. This application permits user to give locations as 

input by typing it in the addresses or by choosing location 

from OSM (open street maps).We use OSM map data, 

which is made by us and millions of other people around the 

world. The more you accurate that results better map. As it's 

depends on you, maps are sometimes incorrect, but you can 

get participating and use Automatic profile change built-in 

feedback option to correct this.In this windows 8.0 operating 

system I am going to develop an Automatic profile change 

application which is location based. The user marked the 

desired location as point of change in open street map 

(OSM).The system modifies the profile automatically after 

entering to a point of change. It modifies the profile to a 

wanted mode of the user on a point of change. It informs 

this update in the form of alerts after entering to a point of 

change. 

 
Fig1: windows operating system user interface for mobiles 

II. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Related Technologies 

Open Street Map (OSM) is a collaborative project to create 

a free editable map of the world. Two major dynamic forces 

behind the organization and development of OSM have been 

limitations on use or accessibility of map information across 

much of the world and the reaching of inexpensive portable 

satellite navigation devices [2]. 

Created by Steve Coast in the UK in 2004, it was 

inspired by the success of Wikipedia and powerfulness of 

branded map data in the UK and elsewhere[3].Since then, it 

has grown to over 1 million registered users,[4] who can 

collect data using GPS devices, aerial photography, and 

other free sources. These crowd sourced data are then made 

available under the Open Database License. The site is 

corroborated by the Open Street Map Foundation, a non-

profit organization registered in England. 

Rather than the map itself, the data made by the 

Open Street Map project are considered its primary output. 

These data are then available for use in both longstanding 

applications, like their usage by Craigslist, Geocaching, 

MapQuest Open, JMP statistical software, and Foursquare to 

replace Google Maps, and more different roles, like 

exchange default data included with GPS receivers.[5] 

These data have been favourably analyse with proprietary 

data sources,[6] though data quality varies worldwide.[7][8] 

1) Contribution: 

 
Fig2: Active contributors to open street map per month 
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If active contribution increases then accuracy of 

map also increases, because people added more places to 

map. So each and every corner is present in the map with 

particular location name. For example: A vegetable market 

is present in an area, but it is not so famous. In OSM I can 

able to mark that area as vegetable market. It is helpful to 

others who are searching for the market. More contributors 

are present; they can mark more locations in OSM 

 
Fig 3: Open street map of Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 600001, 

India 

B. Windows 8.0 

There are various Operating systems for the mobile phones 

like Windows, Android, Bada, Symbian, Palm, IOS & many 

more. But windows provide some advantages  features too, 

which makes it uncomparable & best-selling among the cell 

phone users. Recently launched windows OS for mobile is 

Windows 8.0.List of the mobiles which are using windows 

8.0 are HTC 8S,HTC 8X,HTC 8XT,Huawei Ascend 

W1,Huawei Ascend W2,Nokia Lumia 

520/521,Nokia,Lumia 525,Nokia Lumia 620,Nokia Lumia 

625,Nokia Lumia 720,Nokia Lumia 810,Nokia Lumia 

820,Nokia Lumia 822,Nokia Lumia 920,Nokia Lumia 

925,Nokia Lumia 928,Nokia Lumia Icon, Nokia Lumia 

1020,Nokia Lumia 1320,Nokia Lumia 1520,Samsung ATIV 

S, Samsung ATIV Odyssey, Samsung ATIV S Neo, 

Samsung ATIV SE[9].Among these I am making my 

application for Nokia Lumia series. Now Windows Phone 8 

runs on the Windows NT kernel, the same kernel Windows 

8 runs on. This means that you get assistance for multi-core 

chips and you'd get quicker ports of applications and 

effortless overall development across platforms. This will 

fortify Microsoft's ecosystem. And with the addition of 

offline maps by Nokia, it's one step ahead of the competition 

there as well [10]. 

Windows 8.0 is smart operating system which is 

very accessible and useful for the user. It is mainly design 

for touch screen mobile. It is an open source operating 

system. Applications are developed by using windows SDK 

(Software Development Kit). I am developing My 

application in windows SDK which is present in Microsoft 

Visual Studio [11]. Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated 

development environment (IDE) from Microsoft. Visual 

Studio supports different programming languages and 

accepts the code editor and debugger to support (to varying 

degrees) nearly any programming language, provided a 

language-specific service exists. Built-in languages include 

C,
[12]

 C++ and C++/CLI (via Visual C++), VB.NET (via 

Visual Basic .NET), C# (via Visual C#), and F# (as of 

Visual Studio 2010
[13]

). Support for other languages such as 

M, Python, and Ruby among others is available via language 

services installed separately. It also supports XML/XSLT, 

HTML/XHTML, JavaScript and CSS. Individual language-

specific versions of Visual Studio also exist which provide 

more limited language services to the user: Microsoft Visual 

Basic, Visual J#, Visual C#, and Visual C++.I am choosing 

c# language for developing my application. 

C. Global positioning system (GPS)[14]: 

Almost all every smart phone has GPS. When people talking 

about "a GPS," they usually mean a GPS receiver. The 

Global Positioning System (GPS) is really a constellation 

of 27 Earth-orbiting satellites (24 in operation and three 

extras in case one fails). The U.S. military developed and 

enforced this satellite network as a military navigation 

system, but shortly opened it up to everybody else. 

Each of these 3,000- to 4,000-pound solar-powered 

satellites circles the globe at about 12,000 miles (19,300 

km), making two complete rotations every day. The orbits 

are placed so that at anytime, anywhere on Earth, there are 

at least four satellites "visible" in the sky. 

A GPS receiver's job is to find four or more of 

these satellites, build out the distance to each, and use this 

information to conclude its own location. This operation is 

based on a simple mathematical principle called 

trilateration. 

 
Fig 4: GPS showing location in OSM 

III. SOME EXISTING APPLICATIONS: 

In market there are already some existing 

applications for automatic profile change. 

Mainly in android platform applications like Profile 

manager, Profile scheduler, Quick schedule, Llama-location 

profile, Profile, Mobile profile, Setting profile, Profile 

scheduler, Profile widget, profile manager etc., All these 

applications providing automatic profile change for android 

mobile. But for windows phone there is no such application 

for changing profile of mobile with respect to location. 

IV. AUTOMATIC PROFILE CHANGE 

Profile controls kind of alert of an incoming call, brightness 

of display and ring volume .profile controls technical 

characters of the mobile. Depends on profile technical 

characters of mobile changes. Normally mobiles have 

different profiles named as normal, outdoor, driving 

,meeting, office etc., users need to change their profile from 

place to place or time to time or situation to situation. For 

example: student likes to keep his/her mobile in silent mode 

when he/she is in class room. But outside of class he/ she 

like to keep his/her mobile in normal mode (with normal 

volume for his ringtone).so every time he/she need to 

change his/her profile from place to place. It is boring work 

and also user needs to remember to change his profile every 

time when he moves from place to place. I personally feel 

many a time's that I need an automatic profile changer and it 

allows me to configure my mobile profile to define my 

phone/notification ringtone and volume, also state of silence 

mode, Wi-Fi & blue tooth etc., so, I taken a decision to 

make an application which will change my mobile profile 

automatically by noticing the point of change (POC). 
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My application name is ―Automatic profile 

change‖. It uses GPS for finding location. It uses Open 

Street maps (OSM) .Those are offline maps. At beginning 

the user need to download the map of desired area. These 

maps are available with application. In this map user mark 

desired location as point of change. Then user enters his 

schedule timings and chooses profiles respectively for those 

schedule timings. This makes profiles to switch 

automatically with respect to schedule times at the marked 

location. Whenever the user moved out from that location 

then profile automatically changes. Application gives alerts 

every time when it switches from one profiles to other. At 

that time if user doesn’t like to change his profile then he 

will cancel this change by using option in application. My 

application provides a special feature for driving profile. If 

user is in driving then profile automatically switches to 

driving mode then it gives alert message to user about this 

change. 

 
Fig5: prototype of user interface of schedule of application 

 
Fig6: prototype of user interface of normal profile of 

application 

A. General features of   application 

1) Auto reply to call: 

this option send voice message to sender. 

2) Whether change:  

it will show whether of coming regions when user moves 

from one place to other place. 

3) Silent: 

it makes ring volume to zero.  

4) Call exceptions 

by using this option user able to select some phone numbers 

so he will get calls only from those numbers 

5) Meeting reminders 

it will reminds what actions user marked to do in meeting 

6) Calls only 

It will allow only calls 

7) Work reminders 

it will remind what actions user marked to do in office. 

8) All alerts off 

it will off all alerts of messages. 

9) Beep once 

this option alerts the user only once. 

10) Flight mode 

this option cut connections of mobile from network, 3g, Wi-

Fi. 

11) Wi-Fi settings 

according to the settings it will connect to Wi-Fi 

automatically in marked locations .for example if user marks 

his home Wi-Fi as automatic connect option then it will 

connect to his home Wi-Fi automatically. 

12) Screen time out 

screen is visible up to the time user mentioned in that screen 

time out. Here I am providing scale option for changing time 

duration. 

13) Ring volume 

it provides scale to change ring volume.by default it 

provides medium ring volume. 

14) Ring tone 

By default it provides one ring tone. If user desired to 

change, then he will select the ring tone from his ringtone 

list. 

15) Brightness 

it provides scale to change brightness. By default it provides 

medium Brightness 

16) Themes 

By default it provides one theme. if user desired to 

change,then he will select the theme from his themes list. 

In future I will try to add some more features to 

general profile features.     

B. Default profile features 

The default features of normal profile of my application are 

Wi-Fi settings, Screen time out, Ring volume, Ring tone, 

Brightness, Themes. 

The default features of outdoor profile of my 

application are Vibrate along with ring tone, Light blink, 

Wi-Fi settings, Screen time out, Ring volume, Ring tone, 

Brightness, Themes. 

The default features of driving profile of my 

application are GPS, Auto reply to message, Auto reply to 

call, whether change. 

The default features of meeting profile of my 

application are Silent, Wi-Fi, Call exceptions, Auto reply to 

message, Auto reply to call, Meeting reminders. 

The default features of office profile of my 

application are Wi-Fi, Calls only, Ringtone, Work reminders 

and all alerts off. 

In this application user has capable of rename the 

existing profiles, add his own profile to existing profiles. If 

user is not satisfied with the default features of existing 

profile then he will either add some more features from the 

general profile features or remove existing features. 

C. Smart changing Algorithm 

(1) Display GPS location in OSM and get point of 

change i.e., desired location. 

(2) If user mark point of change, then call schedule ( ) 

function. 

schedule ( ): 

(1) Get date from the user otherwise keep option 

as everyday (default). 
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(2) Get from-time from the user then only get to-

time from the user (if user doesn’t mention 

from-time and to-time then application keep 

mobile profile as normal up to user moves 

from that location) 

(3) Display error message when user missed to 

mention any one of these times (from time, to-

time) 

(4) If user select profile option, then call profile( ) 

function. Else keep option as normal (default). 

Profile(): 

(1) Get the profile name from the user 

(2) Display profile features to user. 

(3) If user select add features option, then call 

addfeatures( ) function. 

addfeatures( ): 

(1) Display general profile features 

(2) Get the general profile feature option from the 

user. 

(3) Add it to selected profile 

(4) If user select add profile option, then call 

addprofile( ) function. 

addprofile( ): 

(1) Get the name of profile from the user, then 

display addfeatures option. 

(2) Call addfeatures( ) function 

(3) If user selects general profile features options, 

then add new profile to profile list. Else 

display error message. 

(4) if user select rename option, then call rename( 

) function. 

rename(): 

(1) Get the rename of the selected profile from 

the user. 

(2) Replace old name with new name of the 

selected profile. 

(3) If user select schedule option, then call 

schedule( ) function.(if user like to add one 

more schedule time to same location ) 
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